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Descriptive Inventory 
 
SC 2970 McCALLUM, Elizabeth Elliott (Cherry), 1890-1985 
 
1 folder.  3 items.  1918.  Postcards. 
 
SC2016.12.1 
 
 
BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD 
 
SC McCALLUM, Elizabeth Elliott (Cherry),      1918 
2970  1890-1985 
 
  Three postcards sent by Elizabeth Elliott 
 Cherry while she was serving with the Red Cross 
 during World War I.  The cards are sent to her  
sister David Ellen “Spooks” Tichenor and her  
nephew Thomas Cherry Tichenor.  They discuss  
sites she is visiting in France and asks that some 
 candy be sent to her as she could “nearly die for 
 sweets.” 
  1 folder.  3 items.  Originals and photocopies. 
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SUBJECT ANALYTICS 
 
France – Travel and description, 1918 
Red Cross – Relating to, 1918 
Tichenor, David Ellen (Cherry), 1887-1976  – Letters to 
Tichenor, Thomas Cherry, 1912-2009 – Letter to 
World War I, 1914-1918 – Relating to 
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Cherry, Elizabeth Elliott, 1890-1985 
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     McCallum, Elizabeth Elliott (Cherry), 1890-1985 
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